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Hello All

This will be my final post for the season. Sadly, we won't be attending convention this year. Hopefully next year will be
better.

Joe's show is always in his barn style home and always a fun time. This time, we brought our pooch Linus which was a
bit of a challenge as he wants to say hi to everyone, everywhere no matter what, and will not give up until you say hi
back. Poor Frank had to deal with him the whole trip. Linus won't even eat unless he's isolated with one of us, so he
needed to go back to the hotel to try to eat and even then, he was too excited. Mercy..

This was a very small show, but the quality was outstanding and a discussion ALMOST led to 3 Tuggle entries! As it
ended up, there were 2. There were very few exhibitors, and only 4 of us to judge the show. Any way, it ended up quite
well and attendance was very good as Joe's place is popular in the spring with the community. Photos below. I have
included some pics of the general show and his property as a bonus. The Historic 3 stem and single stem was Snow
King which is also in the historic 5 stem as the Poet pictured below. I didn't get a pic of the 3 stem.

I hope everyone has a great time at convention. We will see you next year.

 

The Gold Ribbon winner for the best single stem daffodil in show was Astrid's Memory, exhibited by Carolyn Cutshall.

The White Ribbon winner for the best 3 stem standard daffodil in show. Conestoga, Taken from the winning Tuggle
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entry.

The Rose Ribbon winner for the best standard seedling in show. This was taken from the winning Tuggle entry.

The Classic, and Intermediate 3 stem and single, as well as classic cultivar was Merlin, exhibited by Larry Grundler.

The Small Grower ribbon winner was exhibited by Teresa Scherich with the bottom flower of Spring Bouquet.
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The Red White & Blue Ribbon winner for 5 different standard daffodils, all bred in America with the hybridizers name on
each stem along with the flower name. The flowers are from top left, French Classic, Enlightenment, Engagement Ring,
Pacific Rim & French Robin.

The Classic single stem winner was Downpatrick exhibited by Larry Grundler.

The Bozievich Collection winner.

Joe wanted to offer a few memorial awards this year for several in the midwest region that passed away recently. The
only one awarded this time was a memorial trophy for Liz Ragouzis for the best white in show. The award was given to
Louise Randall, taken from a 3 stem in the winning Tuggle entry.
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The Havens Award winner for the best collection of 12 stems limited to divisions 5 through 9. The collection must have
at least several of those different divisions. This was exhibited by Sue Luken.

The Tuggle Winner.

The Trophy Table.
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Poor Frank had to deal with Linus the whole day and that's a challenge with an A.D.D. Pooch!

lunch buffet.

After Judging.
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The show, just about ready for judging.

Garden Club tribute to America.

Garden Club tribute to military heros.

Garden Club arrangement of tribute to the red cross.
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The Garden Clubs are invited to put on displays at Joes shows. This one is a tribute to Ukraine.

A view from the loft, or the show floor well before staging began the night before.

Joes fields always have impeccable flower beds.
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